Extreme-scale computing is set to provide the infrastructure for the advances and breakthroughs that will solve some of the hardest problems in science and engineering. However, resilience and energy concerns loom as two of the major challenges for machines at that scale. The number of components that will be assembled in the supercomputers plays a fundamental role in these challenges. First, a large number of parts will substantially increase the failure rate of the system compared to the failure frequency of current machines. Second, those components have to fit within the power envelope of the installation and keep the energy consumption within operational margins. Extreme-scale machines will have to incorporate fault tolerance mechanisms and honor the energy and power restrictions. Therefore, it is essential to understand how fault tolerance and energy consumption interplay. This paper presents a comparative evaluation and analysis of energy consumption in three different rollback-recovery protocols: checkpoint/restart, message logging and parallel recovery. Our experimental evaluation shows parallel recovery has the minimum execution time and energy consumption. Additionally, we present an analytical model that projects parallel recovery can reduce energy consumption more than 37% compared to checkpoint/restart at extreme scale.
Introduction
The eventual arrival of extreme-scale supercomputers will help in solving some of the hardest problems in science and engineering. From highresolution climate modeling to patient-specific drug design, many high-impact applications require a massive amount of computation that only very large systems can provide. However, there are at least two major challenges that have to be addressed to really make extreme-scale systems functional [1, 2] . The first problem is the significant increase in the failure frequency. As many components have to be assembled together to provide all the required computing power, large systems will inevitably have a high failure rate. It is estimated that exascale machines will have a failure every few minutes [2] . Therefore, a fault tolerance mechanism has to be employed to allow applications run on large systems. The second problem is power management and energy consumption. Power will be the driver in the design of architectures, systems and applications for extreme-scale computing. Installations will have strict power limits and all the layers of the system will have to meet that power budget. Energy will also be a crucial consideration, given the high cost of managing large systems. It will be fundamental to decrease the energy consumption. Reducing power consumption by one megawatt may save around $1M/year even in a relatively inexpensive energy contract [2] .
There are several promising fault-tolerance strategies to solve the resilience challenge at extreme scale. We present a set of three rollback-recovery protocols and offer a comparative evaluation and analysis in terms of their energy and power profiles. These protocols are organized as a hierarchy, where each protocol is an incremental extension of the previous. The base protocol is the traditional checkpoint/restart based on local storage [3, 4] . The tasks in the application periodically save their state and rollback to the latest global checkpoint in case of a failure. The next method is a particular version of message logging [5] that requires messages to be stored, but avoids a global rollback in case of a failure. Should a node fail, only the tasks running on that node are rolled back. The rest of tasks will re-send the messages to the failed tasks and make progress or wait idle until recovery is finished. Finally, the third approach is called parallel recovery [6] that extends message logging by allowing the migration of tasks after a failure to accelerate their recovery.
This paper extends the material presented in our previous publication [7] by refining the analytical formulation to model the energy consumption of the different fault-tolerance protocols, extending the experimental results on new and more accurate power-measuring hardware, and improving the projections to extreme scale systems. The contributions of this paper are the following:
• An analytical model to understand and represent the energy consumption of three different rollback-recovery mechanisms ( § 3) . This model incorporates the main factors that affect the power draw in each mechanism. At the same time, the model is flexible enough to be extended to more strategies and more factors.
• An experimental evaluation of the energy consumed by the three rollbackrecovery techniques ( § 4). We present results using several programs on two different parallel programming models. These results were collected on a cluster enhanced to provide the power draw of various components at the millisecond level.
• Projections of the energy profile of the rollback-recovery strategies at extreme scale ( § 5). These estimations highlight the advantage of using local rollback protocols. For instance, on a machine with more than 512,000 sockets, the total energy consumed by a 24-hour job can be reduced by more than 37% using parallel recovery, compared to checkpoint/restart.
Rollback-Recovery
We conceive an application as a set of tasks Π. Each task holds a portion of the application's data and performs part of the computation. The only mechanism for the tasks to share information is through message passing. Each message is associated with a particular method at the target task. Upon reception of a message, a task executes the associated method until completion. An application is run on a parallel architecture that is represented as a set of nodes Σ. The number of tasks is independent of the number of nodes. The fraction |Π| |Σ| is called the virtualization ratio. All nodes are connected through a network that does not guarantee FIFO delivery between pairs of nodes. A runtime system orchestrates the execution of the application and is in charge of assigning tasks to nodes. In addition, the runtime system can migrate tasks from one node to another. Fault tolerance and load balancing are usually the main reasons for task migration. This computational model is general enough to accommodate well established parallel programming languages, such as MPI [8] and Charm++ [9] .
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Tasks can migrate at restart Messages are stored and re-sent at restart Tasks can be serialized at checkpoint Figure 1 : Organization of the three rollback-recovery protocols explored in this paper. Each protocol adds an incremental set of features that potentially reduces energy consumption in a faulty scenario.
The nodes in the system may fail according to the fail-stop model. That means, after a node crashes, it ceases to communicate and does not come back. Other node from a pool of spare nodes will replace the failed one. Therefore, the number of nodes dedicated to an application is constant during execution, regardless of the number of node failures. Nodes are assumed to be homogeneous and fail according to an exponentially distributed random variable. The system assembles all the nodes together and combines the individual resilience descriptors into a single value that is commonly referred as mean-time-between-failures (MTBF). This random variable represents the failure frequency of a machine. The runtime system must employ a faulttolerance mechanism to allow an application run through failures. In this paper, we examine rollback-recovery techniques [10] . These protocols are based on the principle that a failure will force the system to roll back to a previously stored consistent state, and recover from that state. A typical realization of this principle is through checkpoint/restart, where the system periodically stores its state. Should a node fail, the system rolls back to the most recent valid checkpoint and restart. This paper explores three rollback-recovery strategies: checkpoint/restart, message logging, and parallel recovery. They can be organized as a sequence of incremental additions to the fundamental checkpoint/restart scheme. Figure 1 shows the three protocols and the features each of them adds to reduce energy consumption when an application runs through failures.
The most popular strategy to provide fault tolerance in HPC is checkpoint/restart. The basic tenet of this protocol is to checkpoint, or save the state of the application with certain periodicity, such that a failure will roll back all the nodes to a previous state and resume the execution from that state. The principle is simple and effective for the failure frequency of petas-cale machines. There are several libraries implementing this protocol for HPC systems [3, 4, 11, 12] .
There are at least three main approaches to determine what is included in a checkpoint [13] . In system-level checkpointing, the state of all the system is stored. That includes the memory pages used by the application, but also the rest of the hardware state (register, buffers, caches, etc). In contrast, application-level checkpointing allows the programmer to write a checkpoint method and define exactly what is saved. This approach enforces a more disciplined use of the checkpoint calls, by placing them at convenient locations in the code (for instance, after global synchronization operations). Finally, runtime-system-based checkpointing extends the previous approach by having the runtime system automatically store the state of some structures. The programmer has to implement the checkpoint routines and make the checkpoint calls. However, there is a major role played by the runtime system at checkpoint time. In some situations, the runtime system may decide not to checkpoint if the failure frequency is lower than a threshold.
A checkpoint is called uncoordinated if the tasks are allowed to checkpoint at their own pace. Such strategy does not incur any overhead in synchronizing the tasks for checkpoint, but the collection of checkpoints from all the tasks may not be consistent. To alleviate that problem, either some messages have to be stored, or there is a risk of having cascading rollbacks. This last situation means that a failure may roll back the system several checkpoints until a valid collection of checkpoints is found. A coordinated checkpoint, on the contrary, requires the set of tasks to collaborate in deciding the time to checkpoint or what to include in the checkpoint. Alternatively, the programmer can use globally synchronization points in the application to trigger the checkpoint. This way, the set of checkpoints form a consistent global checkpoint that can be safely used to restart from a failure.
There are several alternatives for the checkpoint storage. The traditional approach has been to use the network shared file system. However, it is clear this scheme will not scale very far and it quickly bottlenecks [1, 14, 15] . Therefore, an alternative approach is to use storage local to the nodes. One strategy is called double-local checkpoint/restart [3] , where either memory, local disks or solid state drives (SSDs) are used to save the checkpoint. This strategy requires each node to have a checkpoint buddy. At checkpoint, every node saves its state in its own local storage and in the local storage of its buddy. If a node crashes, the buddy provides the latest checkpoint to the replacement node. All other nodes in the system roll back to the latest checkpoint stored in their local storage.
In the rest of the paper we assume checkpoints are runtime-system-based, coordinated and double-local. We build the next two fault tolerance strategies on top of this checkpoint/restart scheme.
Message Logging
A node failure provokes the loss of the current state of the tasks running on the failed node. To reconstruct that state, checkpoint/restart rolls back the set of all tasks to a previous consistent checkpoint and resumes execution. Rolling back the tasks that did not fail is unnecessary, provided that the messages those tasks sent to the failed tasks can be somehow recovered. This is the spirit of message logging. In principle, all messages between tasks are stored and replayed in case of a failure. That means, only the tasks on the failed node have to roll back, the rest of the system is free to keep making progress or to wait idle. Message logging provides local recovery, as opposed to global recovery in checkpoint/restart. This ability has a high energy-saving potential.
In addition to store messages between tasks, message-logging protocols usually require more mechanisms to work properly. To recover the failed node correctly (i.e., bring its state to a consistent global state with the rest of nodes), it is often necessary that the recovering node processes the messages in the same order as it did before the crash. Even more, all non-deterministic decisions must be executed with the same output during recovery. We use the piece-wise deterministic (PWD) assumption [16] that states saving all the output of the non-deterministic events is sufficient for a correct recovery. These bits of information are called determinants. The only type of non-determinism we consider in this paper is message reception. Thus, every time a message is received, a determinant gets created. There are different protocols to handle determinants and how they get stored and recovered. The major message-logging protocols are called optimistic, pessimistic and causal [17] . In this paper, we will use a variant called simple causal message logging [5] . Additionally, we will also used the fast message logging protocol [15] for programs with a high-level representation that allows the suppression of determinants. The major concern in designing a messagelogging protocol is to keep small the performance overhead µ associated with managing messages and determinants. The value of µ depends on several factors. However, for the applications used in this paper, the aforementioned protocols have a µ lower than 5%.
Parallel Recovery
A useful extension to message logging that aims to further reduce recovery time is called parallel recovery [6] . The main idea of this strategy consists in distributing the tasks on the failed node among other nodes during restart. That way, if the application is tightly coupled and most nodes are idle during recovery, the recovering tasks can recover on different nodes and in parallel.
A faster recovery provides a mechanism to achieve a faster execution in a faulty environment. Therefore, the acceleration factor during recovery σ aims to offset the performance overhead of message logging µ.
The design of parallel recovery assumes tasks can only migrate during checkpoint or restart 1 . That means parallel recovery will accelerate a portion of the execution and slow down another portion. More explicitly, if the checkpoint period is τ and the failure occurs t units after the last checkpoint, then parallel recovery accelerates the recovery of the portion t τ , but incurs a performance penalization λ in the portion
. The factor λ appears thanks to the task migration for recovery. Some nodes will receive tasks to recover and these tasks can only go back to their origin node until the next checkpoint is reached. Figure 2 presents a sample execution and how recovery works with the three different protocols examined in this paper. Part a) shows a system with 4 nodes and 6 tasks. This scenario depicts a failure on node Y after a few messages have been exchanged from the last checkpoint. Part b) presents the recovery using checkpoint/restart, where all the nodes roll back to the previous checkpoint and resume execution. Note that recovery may proceed differently than the original execution. Part c) shows message logging that only requires node Y to roll back. In this case, the same delivery sequence has to be reproduced. Determinants provide such guarantee. Part d) shows parallel recovery that migrates task D to node X, accelerating the recovery of tasks D and E.
Modeling Energy Consumption
Rollback-recovery mechanisms based on checkpoint/restart, like the three protocols described in the previous section, face an important challenge re- garding the checkpoint frequency. If checkpoints are too frequent, the overhead of saving the state of the application will negatively impact the performance. Contrarily, if checkpoints are too infrequent, the amount of work to recover after a failure may even prevent the system from making any progress. Therefore, an optimal checkpoint period must be found. The symbol τ will denote the amount of work that must be performed between two consecutive checkpoints. For failures exponentially distributed, an optimal τ is periodic [18] . The optimal value of τ depends on other factors, including checkpoint time δ, and the MTBF of the system M . A popular approximation [19] is given by the formula τ = √ 2δM − δ. This expression provides the optimal τ to reduce the overall execution time, considering the failures that may occur during execution.
However, in minimizing the energy consumption of rollback recovery protocols, it is important to understand how execution time and energy consumption are related and how they differ. Figure 3 shows an example run of a stencil code that checkpoints its state to memory. The figure reports the total power on one node into three components: base, CPU and memory. The power reading granularity is one tenth of a second. The application periodically checkpoints its state, and at those points there is a visible decrease in the power of both CPU and memory. The whole execution alternates between two different power levels, one for the computation and one for the checkpoint. Therefore, the performance models to minimize execution time in rollback-recovery protocols can not directly apply to energy consumption, because of the different power levels at which computation and checkpoint happen. In addition, recovery will introduce another source for power level variation. While checkpoint/restart recovers at full power, message logging and parallel recovery dramatically decrease the power level because they only require a local recovery. Traditional performance models assume a program executes at a constant power level. They would provide a suboptimal checkpoint frequency if energy consumption has to be minimized instead of execution time. For instance, the optimum checkpoint frequency for energy consumption will be greater or equal to the optimum checkpoint frequency for execution time. We introduce an analytical model to estimate the total energy consumption of rollback-recovery mechanisms. The model requires several parameters, which are listed in Table 1 . Usually, M S , M, S, W, δ and R are inputs to the model. For simplicity, we will assume M = M S S . The model determines the optimal checkpoint period τ to either minimize T or E. We will denote by τ T and τ E the optimum value of τ to minimize time and energy, respectively. Message logging parameters are µ and φ, while parallel recovery is represented by P, λ, σ, and ψ. Finally, the model considers two power levels, H and L, depending on whether the system is doing computation or checkpointing, respectively. We will assume L is also the idle power. Here are the general formulas for execution time and energy consumption:
These formulas are separated into four different components, according to the state in which the execution is. For each of the rollback-recovery protocols, we provide approximations for each of the components in equations 1 and 2. Table 2 shows the equations for T C , T M , and T P , representing checkpoint/restart, message logging and parallel recovery, respectively. Similarly, the table lists the formulas for E C , E M , and E P .
Protocol Formulas
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Parallel Recovery Table 2 : Execution time and energy consumption formulas. Table 2 assume the number of failures in an execution can be approximated by 
The equations in
differ in the expression for T Recover . Message logging uses φ to represent the speedup in recovery, while parallel recovery adds σ and λ during recovery. The migration cost of distributing tasks in parallel recovery is captured by ψ and added to the restart cost T Restart . The equations for E C , E M , and E P extend their execution time counterparts by adding appropriate power levels to each component.
Experimental Evaluation
Setup
The testbed used in this paper is called the Energy Cluster. It has two sections, named A and C. Section A contains 32-nodes (128 cores). Each node has a single socket with a four-core Intel Xeon X3430 processor chip running CentOS 5.7. Section C is a 20-node Dell PowerEdge R620 cluster. Each node has a single socket containing the Intel Xeon E5-2620 Sandy-bridge server with 6 physical cores @ 2GHz, 2-way SMT with 16 GB of DRAM. The Package (CPU) corresponds to the processor die that includes the cores, L1, L2, and L3 caches in addition to the memory controller. This processor supports on board power measurement and capping through Intel's Running Average Power Limit (RAPL) interface [20] . RAPL is implemented using a series of Machine Specific Registers (MSRs). These MSRs can be accesses to get power readings for each of the supported power planes at a granularity of 1 millisecond. Any power consumed other than the package and DRAM domains is referred as the base power. It includes the power consumed by all the remaining components (e.g. power supply, mother board, fans and network cards). The base power of a machine does not fluctuate a lot. For this cluster, the base power for each of the nodes came out to be between 38-44W. These base power measurements are taken from the built-in power meters on the Power Distribution Unit (PDU) that powers the cluster. Each section of the Energy Cluster is connected through a gigabit Ethernet switch.
The three fault-tolerance protocols presented in the previous sections were implemented in the Charm++ runtime system [21] . Charm++ implements a parallel programming paradigm called migratable objects that fits into our computational model of Section 2. In Charm++, an application is over -decomposed into objects. The number of objects is usually independent of the number of nodes on which the application will run. An adaptive runtime system allows Charm++ distribute the objects among the nodes and migrate objects from one node to another. That migration is traditionally used to bring a better load balancing to the execution, reducing the total time to completion. An extension to Charm++, called Adaptive Message Passing Interface (AMPI) permits the execution of any MPI application on the Charm++ runtime. In AMPI each MPI rank becomes an object that enjoys all the benefits of Charm++, such as load balancing, fault tolerance and general adaptivity of the system. Table 3 presents a summary of all the applications used in the experimental evaluation of the different protocols. The program Wave2D runs a finite difference method to compute pressure information on a two-dimensional grid. Jacobi3D is a 7-point stencil that computes the transmission of heat on a three-dimensional space. The Livermore Unstructured Lagrangian Explicit Shock Hydrodynamics (LULESH ) is a code for modeling hydrodynamics. This code describes the motion of materials relative to each other when subject to forces in a three-dimensional space. The MPI programs NPB-BT and NPB-SP correspond to the block-tridiagonal and scalar penta-diagonal kernels from the NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB). To inject a failure in a running application, we execute kill -9 PID, where P ID represents a process running on one physical core with multiple tasks. 
Results
We ran Jacobi3D with the three protocols and analyze the power and energy profile of each run. The program was run over a space of size 1500 × 800 × 400, decomposed into blocks size 50 3 for a virtualization ratio of 32. The program ran for a total of 1,600 iterations with checkpoints at iterations 400 and 1,200. A failure on one core was injected at time 41 seconds. We used all the 20 nodes and 120 physical cores of the Energy Cluster Section C. global recovery mechanism that rolls all the tasks back to the latest checkpoint. In contrast, message-logging techniques only force a local recovery of the failed tasks. The flat section of the progress rate in message logging and parallel restart corresponds to the recovery of the work lost in a failure. In this case, parallel recovery used a value for P equals to 4. The recovery speedup achieved was 3.74. The final execution time for checkpoint/restart, message logging, and parallel recovery was 103.13 s, 95.34 s, and 89.82 s, respectively. The right column in Figure 4 shows the total power of the machine for the same execution. During recovery, checkpoint/restart does not reduce the power level, because recovery is global. However, message logging and parallel recovery dramatically decrease their power consumption because the rest of tasks on other nodes are waiting idle while the failed tasks catch up. That alone decreases the total energy consumption and in the end checkpoint/restart, message logging and parallel recovery use 218.96 kJ, 193.96 kJ, and 190.97 kJ, respectively. The values predicted by the energy consumption model of Section 3 for this particular scenario are 220.69 kJ, 195.65 kJ, and 191.45 kJ, for checkpoint/restart, message logging, and parallel recovery, correspondingly. All projected values lie within 1% error margin with respect to the experimental values. Note that message logging outperforms checkpoint/restart even considering the message logging slowdown (µ). This is the result of message logging having a speedup during recovery (φ) due to the immediate availability of messages while recovering.
We ran the MPI programs using the AMPI extension on 25 nodes (100 cores) of the Energy Cluster Section A. In both cases (BT and SP), the program used periodic checkpoints. A failure was inserted in the middle of one checkpoint period. Each failure point was carefully calibrated for each protocol. We measured the total energy consumption for each protocol in the faulty interval. The results are shown in Figure 5 (a) and it presents the energy consumption of message logging and parallel recovery relative to checkpoint/restart. Parallel recovery manages to execute through the failure with the minimum amount of energy consumed. For this particular case, both benchmarks show similar results, with message-logging using around 70% of checkpoint/restart and parallel recovery using close to 63%. Finally, we ran the three Charm++ programs on 120 cores of the Energy Cluster Section C to understand how much speedup is achievable with different applications. Figure 5(b) shows the speedup in recovery (σ) and the available parallelism P increases. Some programs benefit more than others from parallel recovery. Wave2D shows the highest speedup, reaching almost a factor of 10. LULESH and Jacobi3D reach up a factor of 6 and 4, respectively.
Extreme-Scale Projections
The previous section highlighted the potential of message logging and parallel recovery in decreasing the energy consumption of an execution. In this section we provide a set of projections of how the fault-tolerance protocols would perform in different circumstances. The most fundamental factor is scalability. Hence, we offer figures for a varying number of sockets as the measure for system size. The socket count ranges from 8, 192 to 524,288, given that a large-scale machine is expected to have at least 200,000 sockets [1] . The parameters of the analytical model of Section 3 are materialized with appropriate values, shown in Table 4 . We simulate a job running for 24 hours and weak scaling through the socket count range. Each socket has an MTBF of 10 years, a reasonable value according to literature estimates [1, 15, 22] . The checkpoint and restart time are based on the algorithm described in Section 2 and the match expectations at large scale [1] . The parameters for message logging and parallel restart are based on empirical evidence we have collected [5, 7, 15] . Finally, the power levels H and L are based on the experimental results of Section 4. Although the values of these last two parameters directly affect the performance of the different protocols, their relative value is what matters the most for the contrast we will present.
24h 10 years 180s 30s 1.05 1.2 8 P P +1 P δ P 100W 50W Table 4 : Baseline values of parameters in the model.
The first comparison we present appears in Figure 6 where the relative energy consumption between the three protocols is shown. Figure 6 (a) shows the energy consumption using the optimum checkpoint period to minimize execution time, τ T . Similarly, Figure 6 (b) presents the same comparison but using τ E , the optimum checkpoint period to minimize energy consumption. Both figures show the scalability of message logging and parallel restart. A larger socket count brings higher benefits in terms of energy consumption. That means, strategies based on local recovery can tolerate higher failure frequencies. In Figure 6 energy consumption by more than 20%, whereas parallel recovery achieves more than 38% reduction. Using τ E does not fetch any additional significant benefit for message logging and parallel restart in this scenario (19% and 37%, respectively), as depicted in Figure 6 (b). For comparison purposes, the original τ T checkpoint/restart curve is plotted, presenting just a marginal difference with its τ E counterpart. One relevant aspect of the implications of failures on HPC systems comes from the reliability standards of chip manufacturers. Figure 7(a) shows the relative energy consumption of parallel recovery with different values for M S , ranging from 5 to 80 years. A higher value of M S decreases the benefit of parallel recovery because it reduces the failure rate and the potential for parallel recovery to consume less energy during recovery. A drop in socket reliability from 10 to 5 years causes a dramatic increase in energy consumption benefits of parallel recovery for roughly 20%. At that point, energy consumed can be reduced by more than a half avoiding traditional checkpoint/restart and using accelerated recovery. means, achieving an acceleration factor of 16 in parallel recovery should be enough to provide a benefit close to the maximum possible. In addition, all the different values of σ show scalability across the socket count range. Therefore, it is not necessary to scale the parallel speedup as the system grows to keep the same benefit.
The ratio between base and maximum power, denoted by ρ, is worth exploring. Intuitively, the smaller the value of ρ, the more benefits message logging and parallel recovery should have over checkpoint/restart. That is based on the local recovery ability of these two protocols. If the difference between staying idle and executing is higher, then there is more room to reduce energy consumption. Figure 8(a) presents several values for ρ and the relative energy consumption for each value using parallel recovery. Interestingly, the difference is marginal across the different values of ρ. A smaller value of ρ simply forces checkpoint/restart to checkpoint more frequently and keep energy consumption to a minimum. However, a higher checkpoint rate implies a higher checkpoint overhead and ultimately a higher execution time. If the value of δ grows, so does the checkpoint period τ . That means, a failure will make the system recover more work. Since parallel recovery benefits of more work to recover, then it has a better contrast to checkpoint/restart. At the extreme scale, a checkpoint time of 12 minutes causes checkpoint/restart to collapse, being unable to make progress in that case. Parallel recovery can still finish execution.
Discussion
This paper aims to provide some insight about the interaction between fault tolerance and energy consumption. Providing effective resilience at extreme scale is imperative. However, different mechanisms show a variety of power and energy profiles. These differences help to disprove one traditional thinking about energy consumption: minimize execution time will minimize energy consumption. That statement is not true, at least in a faulty environment. It heavily depends on what fault tolerance mechanism is in place and under what conditions. The analytical model presented in Section 3 provides the theoretical foundations to understand why. For instance, message logging incurs performance overhead that may lead to longer execution times compared to checkpoint/restart. But, message logging recovers from a failure using a fraction of the energy checkpoint/restart uses. If the failure rate is not too high, message logging may have longer execution time but less energy consumed than checkpoint/restart [15] .
Despite the fact that message logging techniques (including parallel recovery) have to deal with message storage and determinism management, these protocols do not significantly increase the power draw. Figure 4 shows on the right column the power levels of the three protocols compared in this paper and there is no evidence message logging draws more power than checkpoint/restart. The extra operations performed by message logging have an impact on performance, though. That effect is captured by parameter µ in the performance model of Section 3. This finding is important to ensure message logging and parallel restart will honor the power limitations and not push the power envelope beyond the capacity of the installation.
The ratio between idle and maximum power plays a crucial role in the relation between execution time and energy consumption. Figure 8(a) shows the effect on energy consumption of different base to maximum power ratios. Although checkpoint/restart manages to keep relatively the same difference with respect to parallel recovery, it does it by increasing the checkpoint frequency and sacrificing execution time. A smaller value of this ratio benefits message logging and parallel restart, because these two protocols exploit that ratio to decrease energy consumption. Table 5 presents a list of different architectures and an approximation of their respective ratios. For the Intel chips, we experimentally measured the power levels running Wave2D. The NVIDIA data can be found elsewhere [23] . The goal to decrease the base power has been a constant in the design of new chips. That leads to a smaller base to maximum power ratio that can be better incorporated by message logging and parallel recovery. Similarly, a GPU architecture has a small ratio and hybrid architectures (processors and accelerators) will be more appealing to protocols that are based on local recovery. Our performance model directly applies to hybrid architectures. Figure 7 (b) shows the effect of increasing the parallel recovery speedup. This ability comes from the fact that the application can be over-decomposed into small chunks of work. Parallel programming paradigms that allow this type of decomposition will be able to accelerate recovery and decrease energy consumption. What is more important is that the parallelism does not need to scale with the system size. In fact, a parallelism degree of 16 seems to be a good value to provide big benefits. Additional parallelism only brings a marginal benefit. The type of failures this paper deals with is one-node failures. Although this might look a little restrictive, there is enough evidence a vast majority of failures only affect one node [4, 24] . A different type of failures that may become more relevant in the future is correlated failures, where several components fail in tandem given the particular architecture of the machine. For instance, nodes plugged to the same power supply will fail together given a failure of the common power supply. These type of considerations can be incorporated into a message-logging protocol to decrease the protocol's overhead and further decrease energy consumption [15] .
Related Work
Literature on the interplay of energy consumption and fault tolerance for HPC is scarce. To the best of our knowledge, the work by Diouri et al [25, 26] is the only related work. In a first study [25] , they presented the power draw and energy consumption of three building blocks of fault tolerance protocols: checkpointing, task coordination, and message logging. Their results show that neither of these tasks significantly increases the power draw of a node. However, message logging increases the total energy consumed by a program due to the overhead it incurs. Their initial work was later extended into ECOFIT [26] , a framework for predicting the energy consumption of an application using certain fault tolerance protocol on a particular architecture. ECOFIT calibrates the power of each of the four fundamental operations (checkpointing, coordination, logging, and recovery) and then estimates the total number of these operations in an execution. They evaluated three types of protocols: coordinated, uncoordinated and hierarchical.
Our philosophy differs from theirs in that we consider coordinated protocols are the most viable way for fault tolerance in HPC. In particular, coordinated application-level checkpoint is supported by most of the fault tolerance libraries available for HPC [3, 4, 12] . The advantages of such checkpoint variant are a smaller checkpoint size (because often time it is possible to checkpoint when the state of the application is minimal), and a low cost at checkpoint (since most HPC applications have global synchronization points that hide the coordination cost). In addition, we emphasize the importance of recovery, both experimentally and analytically. The more efficient the recovery, the better the fault tolerance protocol. Parallel recovery is a good example of that.
Conclusions
This paper presents a comparative evaluation of three rollback-recovery mechanism according to their energy profile. We present an analytical model to describe the energy consumption of each protocol and to make projections for large-scale systems under different conditions. We also show experimental results that support our model predictions.
We conclude the following:
• The reasoning minimize execution time will minimize energy consumption is invalid in the context of faulty machines. Message logging is a good example of that. It incurs performance overhead due to the additional function it performs (storing messages and determinants), but recovery is significantly more efficient in energy terms.
• Neither message logging nor parallel recovery significantly increase power draw. Our empirical results support that claim. These protocols may, though, increase energy consumption in a failure-free execution due to the performance overhead of the message logging protocol.
• Parallel recovery can reduce both execution time and energy consumption in a faulty scenario. It achieves that by accelerating recovery through parallel re-execution of tasks. In an HPC environment, parallel recovery satisfies the requirements of both users (minimum execution time) and system administrators (minimum energy consumption). • The analytical model predicts a substantial reduction in energy consumption by using parallel recovery. For a large-scale system with more than 512,000 sockets, parallel recovery will be able to reduce the total energy consumption by more than 37%, compared to checkpoint/restart.
